Meetinj half French bourgeois, half Kalmuck. And there were the old friends nights spent at MontpaniussCj at the cafe Francois Premier, where Vcrlaine sat with Cazals, and at, the eale d'llarcouri, with Stuart Merrill, Jean Moreas and Raymond cle Li Tail-hedc, all now departed, I retired early to my ho lei, for the cosmopolitan crowds on the Boulevard St Michel had no attraction for me,
1 went, too, to the rue Lafittc and the rue le Pelletier, to sec what Durand-Ruel and Vollard were now showing. But 1 went in vain, for the picture dealers have now trekked to the rue de la Boetie. There, instead of1 the stacks o( canvases, by Manet, Renoir, Monet, Sisley, Pissarro, Degas and Piivis dc Chavanncs, I saw sparse studies shown in rich frames, shown as a diamond-merchant displays his precious stones, I thought to myself: this century is jusr on forty years old. Take any forty years oi the nineteenth century, irom 1800 to 1840 or from 1840 to 1880: and 1 reflected that my twentieth-century contemporaries in I'Vancc can be no prouder of their output than we in England are of ours,
But in the wit, fine taste and intelligence of rhe minor arts
the French are still supreme. I saw many examples of these
qualities in the exhibition of the $afe Rums. There was a
large scenic-painting by Picasso, representing a fantastic
concert party, which [ thought delightful. Here 1 felt was the
true Picasso, showing large joyous shapes and colours, re
dolent of the spirit of the theatre, wherein was nothing to be
solemn about, as people arc solemn over his abstract designs*
And how bored I was at a show of abstract paintings by
Braque, held at Rosenberg's gallery, before which young
r	women were sitting as though drugged.
Both Bonnard and Vuillard regretted the power of the dealers, of their exploitation of certain artists, to their detriment, and attribute much of the present decline in painting to the very limited powers needed to achieve success, and notoriety. Paris, too, since the war, has been invaded by a horde of scavengers from east and west, hoping to glean from the leavings of the Paris studios. I suppose if an age

